what is about to happen, tell the new convicts to take the Drugs 'that

are, readily available to overcome what is about to happen. These new
convicts come back with the same arrogant answer one hears on Television
today. "I DON'T TAKE DRUGS OR DOPE!" You must first experience this real
mental stress procedure where you know beyond any question of doubt,
that the Drug problem of the world is not a _lill but the evaluations and
conclusions made by Doctors of Psychology on mental stress points which
they have found those parts in the civilized lifestyles that can be used.
PICTURE WITH ME THE FOLLOWING IDEA AND STORY(but keep ín mind that the evaluations and conclusions have been
made on isolation of the mind and how to_ov_eroog1e the stress. Tlaese tests were made as a study and not for real. Watching
professional inmates on how to overcome this stress that is only to a small degree, duties and working is not one of them because
it makes them violent. A study, everyone knows it can stop at anytime. Not is the case for real.)
We now have the Staff who are protecting the members of these White
Dominant Qovernments, underground who are unable to see or í`eel."day;or
night, but perhaps picture it through T.V. monitoring. The Staff full of
Drugs and Dope carrying out their duties.*
*somehow one gets the feeling that these White Dominant Governments have not been told everything. Such as, Drugs used
under confined çonditions, makes the user rebellious and independant, from where it receives it. The user sets up to control the
distribution of the Drugs. CONCLUSION! The User becomes rebellious and independant who not only wants to control the
distribution but control the
ones that have the Drugs. I w_as confined in one prison where inmates distributed Drugs toqthe
local 'city near the prison and dictated
The Staff or Trained Techniciens having all the women or men, whatever
might be the case, for their personal pleasure. Plenty to drink, tennis,
golf you name it. SUDDENLY! Staff members go Banana's! Other Staff members
go into rebellion, to seize and control this Underground City.
If this poor dumb Sioux boy from the Plains of South Dakota knows
these psychological facts, then these Dominant White Governments must
know them too.
This leaves one„alter‘native left. Don't try to present to the world

